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Morse Women Attorneys Webinar Series
November 08, 2023

Join us for a series of webinars led by the Morse Women Attorneys Group. Each session in this

series will focus on an area of law essential to the business lifecycle, start to exit and everything

in between.

Join the invite list

today to be the first to hear

about our next session!

November 30, 2023 – PROTECT: Basics of Arbitration – Join Employment Attorney Amanda

Thibodeau and Litigation Attorney Paige Zacharakis to learn about the basics of arbitration. This

webinar will include an overview of what arbitration is, a summary of the timeline and process,

and pros and cons of electing arbitration. (Check out the recap here.)

May 11, 2023 – PROTECT: Intellectual Property (IP) Basics: A Primer on Patents, Trademarks, and
Copyrights. Patent Attorney Erin Bryan and Trademark and Copyright Attorney Stacey Friends

will de-mystify “IP.” Learn the differences between these three areas of the law, including what

each law protects (and what it doesn’t), how to register and maintain each type of IP, how long

federal protection lasts, how to transfer rights,  and more. (Check out the recap here.)

February 9, 2023 – RUN: True or False – Do you know your core privacy principles? – Faith

Kasparian and Ann O’Rourke will host an interactive ‘true or false’ session that will get you up-

to-speed on data privacy basics. This program will provide an overview of the U.S. and EU

privacy law landscapes and describe the core principles that underlie most privacy laws. (Check

out the recap here.)

October 20, 2022 – RUN: Effective Contract Drafting and Negotiation to Close Deals Quickly –

Amanda Schreyer discussed strategies for drafting and negotiating contracts to avoid pitfalls

and efficiently achieve the best outcome. (Check out the recap here.)

September 22, 2022 – START: Corporate and Employment Considerations for Entrepreneurs Starting
a Business – Amanda Thibodeau and Liz Resteghini kicked off the series with a discussion about

incorporation, choice of entity, and hiring.

While each session of the series will feature one or more of our women attorneys, everyone is

always welcome at Morse events. Contact

Jaclyn Braga

Director of Marketing and Business

Development

Direct 781-622-5930

jbraga@morse.law
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April 13, 2023 – PROFIT: Preparing for an M&A Exit – Join Mary Beth Kerrigan and Elizabeth

Resteghini for a discussion on how to prepare your company for an acquisition. This webinar will

include a review of key diligence items to consider, a summary of the timeline of the process and

a review of material business terms to be negotiated in a transaction. (Check out the recap here.)

March 9, 2023 – GROW: Employee Benefits 101 & Secure Act 2.0 – Rebecca Alperin provides a

general overview of the Internal Revenue Code and ERISA requirements applicable to qualified

plans, as well as highlights of the upcoming required and discretionary amendments under the

Secure Act 2.0. (Check out the recap here.)
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